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cultured cells. Our findings are consistent
with potential links between chronic subacute
inflammation and insulin resistance (26, 27),
whether this is mediated by TNF-␣ produced
in fat (28–31) or through TNF-␣–independent mechanisms. As a potentially important
example of the latter, in rodent muscle, FFA
infusion activates PKC- (32), a known activator of IKK (33), and FFA-induced insulin
resistance is suppressed by aspirin treatment
and in Ikk␤⫹/⫺ mice (34). IKK activation
through any mechanism initiates NF-B–mediated transcription, which in certain cells
would enhance the production of TNF-␣.
This positive feedback loop could perpetuate
a vicious cycle of low-level inflammatory
signaling, leading to insulin resistance. Our
findings predict that IKK inhibition breaks
this cycle. Too few tools are currently available to treat patients with insulin resistance
and type 2 diabetes; IKK␤ may provide a
valuable target for the discovery of new drugs
to treat these conditions.
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Afterimage of Perceptually
Filled-in Surface
Shinsuke Shimojo,1,2* Yukiyasu Kamitani,1 Shin’ya Nishida2
An afterimage induced by prior adaptation to a visual stimulus is believed to
be due to bleaching of photochemical pigments or neural adaptation in the
retina. We report a type of afterimage that appears to require cortical adaptation. Fixating a neon-color spreading configuration led not only to negative
afterimages corresponding to the inducers (local afterimages), but also to one
corresponding to the perceptually filled-in surface during adaptation (global
afterimage). These afterimages were mutually exclusive, undergoing monocular
rivalry. The strength of the global afterimage correlated to a greater extent with
perceptual filling-in during adaptation than with the strength of the local
afterimages. Thus, global afterimages are not merely by-products of local
afterimages, but involve adaptation at a cortical representation of surface.
Stimuli such as the one shown in Fig. 1A
(left) (Varin configuration) induce vigorous perceptual color spreading, or filling-in
(1–3), allegedly indicating some activationspreading or completion mechanism in the
1
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cortical map (4–6 ). Fixating this stimulus
leads to afterimages of the local inducers,
i.e., the Pacmen/wedges or disks (Fig. 1B,
left and center). An observer can also see a
global afterimage of the perceptually filledin surface (the large colored rectangle in
this case) whose apparent color is complementary to that of the filled-in surface during the adaptation (Fig. 1B, right) as the
opponent color theory predicts (7 ). This
observation, together with the data reported
below, suggests that cortical global processes and their adaptation are critical com-
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ponents in the mechanism that determines
the perception.
The global afterimage cannot be attributed
to general fuzziness and leaky edges of the
afterimage (8), because with adaptation to the
inner wedge portions alone (without the outer

Pacmen), the four parts corresponding to the
wedges are separately visible in the afterimage. The global afterimage is distinct from a
conventional afterimage. It is visible at a
portion that has not been retinally adapted
and it corresponds to a perceptually and cor-

Fig. 1. Afterimages formed by
adaptation to the color filling-in
configuration. (A) The stimuli.
(Left) The original Varin configuration for color spreading (fillingin) was used as the adapting
stimulus in the first experiment.
(Right) Testing. The subject
gazed at the fixation point and
monitored both the local and the
global afterimages on the dark
background using two buttons.
The reader can observe the afterimages using this display (7). The
overall size of the stimulus was
8.8° by 8.8°, the disk’s diameter
was 3.5°, and the fixation point
was located 3.1° below the center at the observation distance
of 57 cm. Luminance levels of
the Pacmen, the wedge portions,
and the background were 32.9,
11.9 [red, (x, y) ⫽ (0.62, 0.34)],
and 0.06 cd/m2, respectively. (B) Types of afterimage. (Left and center) Typical local afterimages;
(right) the global afterimage. The local afterimages according to our definition included homogeneous disks (center), which were frequently observed, although they may reflect a result of global
surface segregation as discussed later. These prototypical afterimages were fully explained to the
subjects by illustration before the experiment.

Fig. 2. (A) Five dynamic stimulus condin
n
tions used in the second experiment. Two
frames alternated during the adaptation period in each condition.
The stimulus size and
luminance/color were
identical to those used
in the first experiment
(Fig. 1). (B) Estimated
strength of the global
afterimage for the
conditions shown in
(A). The data for six subjects are pooled (error bar, standard error of the mean). The estimated value
of 10 corresponds to the strength of the global afterimage for the complete Varin figure (no
alternation or decomposition), which had been observed before this experiment. (C) Duration of
the global afterimage relative to the total test period (40 s) for the conditions shown in (A). The
data for six subjects are pooled (error bar, standard error of the mean).
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tically filled surface (9). This is of theoretical
interest because an afterimage typically refers
to creation of a visible image without presentation of a testing stimulus (10) and is believed to arise from either bleaching of photochemical pigments (11, 12) or neural adaptation in the local retinal region (13). We
tested two hypotheses concerning the mechanism underlying the formation of the global
afterimage. (i) In the element adaptation hypothesis, the global afterimage originates
from local afterimages formed by photopigment bleaching and/or neural adaptation in
the retina. The color of the global afterimage
is merely a result of the ordinary filling-in
mechanism. In this view, the known retinal
negative afterimage is sufficient, and no cortical adaptation is necessary, to induce the
global afterimage. (ii) In the surface adaptation hypothesis, the global afterimage is due
to adaptation of neural circuits including cortical neurons that represent the filled-in surface during adaptation (14).
In the first experiment, the subjects fixated and were adapted for 20 s to the Varin
configuration (Fig. 1A, left). They then observed the afterimages with a fixation point
on a blank screen (Fig. 1A, right) in a semidark room. The afterimages typically appeared and disappeared several times during
this period. The local and the global afterimages were defined and explained to the observers as the afterimages that corresponded
to elements of the inducer (Pacmen, wedges,
disks, or their combinations; typical examples are shown in Fig. 1B, left and center) and
the image that extended out of them toward
the central portion to form a color-filled rectangle (Fig. 1B, right), respectively. The observers monitored the visibility of these types
of afterimage separately (15). Table 1 summarizes the results. There were significant
time periods during which the subjects reported visibility of the global, but not the
local, afterimages. They ranged from 8 to
31% of the total observation time across the
five subjects tested, with a mean value of
20%. The likelihood of the global afterimage
being visible was lower when the local afterimages were visible than when they were
invisible. Thus, when the local afterimages of
the inducer were visible, the global afterimage tended not to be visible. The same experiment was repeated with other configurations
that were known to yield color filling-in,
including the Ehrenstein configuration (16–
20). The results were consistent with those of
the Varin configuration. The visibility of the
local afterimages is neither a necessary, nor
even a favorable, condition for that of the
global afterimage.
The surface adaptation hypothesis predicts that because the global afterimage is due
to the perceptually filled-in surface during
adaptation, the strength of the global afterim-
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age should be correlated with that of the
perceptual filling-in during adaptation (21).
The element adaptation hypothesis, on the
other hand, predicts that the strength of the
global afterimage should be determined solely by that of the local afterimages and thus
should remain constant as long as the local
afterimages are the same. We tested these
predictions by dynamically manipulating elements of the inducer during adaptation.
Figure 2A illustrates the adapting stimuli in
the second experiment. Two frames of the inducer were alternated, with an equal total duration across portions of the stimulus in all the
conditions except for condition 5 (22). Consequently, the strength of local afterimages should
be the same across conditions 1 to 4 (23). The
element adaptation hypothesis predicts that the
relative strength of the global afterimage would
be approximately the same across conditions 1
to 4 (and perhaps weaker in condition 5). Note,
however, that the strength of perceptual fillingin during adaptation varies across the conditions, approximately in this rank order (24). The
surface adaptation hypothesis predicts the
strength of the global afterimage to be in this
rank order. After adaptation, the subjects estimated the strength of the global afterimage (25).
Correlation coefficient (Spearman’s r) between
the rank order of the global afterimage strength
and the prediction of the surface adaptation hypothesis ranged from 0.9 to 1.0, and all were
individually significant (P ⬍ 0.05) (Fig. 2B).
The consistency across subjects was also highly
significant (coefficient concordance W ⫽ 0.84,
P ⬍ 0.005). In an additional experiment, the
subjects monitored the two types of afterimage
after adapting to each of the five stimuli in the
procedure similar to that in the first experiment.
The obtained duration of the afterimage (Fig.
2C) was qualitatively consistent with the estimation results, supporting the surface adaptation
hypothesis, but not the element adaptation hypothesis. A spatial structure that can be constructed only at cortical levels determines the
strength of the global afterimage.
The final experiment aimed to further dissociate the predictions of the hypotheses. In the
static condition (Fig. 3A), the line segments
were placed sparsely and statically, so that the
impression of color filling-in of the central,
disk-shaped region would be minimal, while
the local afterimage of the line segments
formed strongly. In the dynamic condition (Fig.
3B), the line segments were displaced up and
down to create an impression of motion, while
the disk-shaped area within which the line segments were colored blue was fixed. It appeared
as though a set of white line segments moved
up and down behind a semitransparent, stationary colored disk. This condition was designed
to enhance the impression of color filling-in
maximally during adaptation, while minimizing
the local afterimage of line segments by the
constant displacement. The surface adaptation

hypothesis predicts a dissociation in the dynamic condition: The strength or duration of the
local afterimage would be reduced, whereas
that of the global afterimage would be increased, relative to the static condition. The
element adaptation hypothesis, on the other
hand, predicts that both local and global afterimages would be attenuated in the dynamic
condition, because the strength of the global
afterimage should depend strictly upon that of
the local afterimage. The afterimage monitoring

procedure was again used. Figure 3B shows the
duration of the visible afterimages. The results
clearly indicate the dissociation between the
two types of afterimages, consistent only with
the surface adaptation hypothesis.
The type of afterimage that we describe occupies a region outside the retinally adapted
region. The results of our experiments indicate
that the global afterimage reflects adaptation of
the neural circuits that represent the perceptually
filled-in surface during adaptation (surface ad-

Fig. 3. Dynamic filling-in experiment. (A)
Static condition. The line segments were
presented sparsely and statically. (B) Dynamic condition. The line segments underwent vertical apparent motion while
their portions in the fixed disk-shaped
area were colored blue. The broken lines
indicate positions for displacement, and
were invisible in the actual stimulus (333
ms for each position). The overall stimulus size was 8.8° by 7.9°. The line segment
length was 4.0° and the width 0.18°, with
1.4° separation between line segments
and a vertical gap of 0.88° in the middle.
The central blue-colored portion was 3.5°
in diameter. The white portion of the line
segment, the blue portion of it, and the
background were 11.5, 2.2 [(x,y) ⫽ (0.15,
0.07)], and 0.06 cd/m2, respectively. The
duration of adaptation was 30 s. (C) Results. Each panel shows the results from
each of the four subjects. The duration of
visible afterimages relative to the total
observation time (40 s) is plotted for the static and the dynamic conditions in each subject. The
white and black bars indicate local and global afterimages, respectively.
Table 1. Results of the monitoring experiment. L, G, L&G, and N denote the proportions of the time in which
the local afterimage only was visible, the global afterimage only, both, and none of them, respectively.
Likelihood of global afterimage
Relative duration

Subject

SS
YK
JW
RN
KW

Given local
afterimage

Given no
local
afterimage
G/(G ⫹ N)

L

G

L&G

N

L&G/(L&G ⫹ L)

0.35
0.43
0.49
0.46
0.58

0.31
0.22
0.25
0.08
0.15

0.19
0.04
0.04
0.10
0.21

0.15
0.31
0.22
0.36
0.06

0.35
0.09
0.07
0.18
0.27
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⬍
⬍
⬍
⬍
⬍

0.66
0.42
0.53
0.19
0.70
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aptation hypothesis), as opposed to filling-in
induced by the local afterimages during the test
period (element adaptation hypothesis). The rivalry between the two types of afterimages (the
first experiment) is not consistent even with a
compromised notion that the presence of visible
local afterimages, as well as the adaptation of
cortical neurons, contributes to the formation of
the global afterimage. The dissociation of the
two types of afterimages was further supported
by an additional observation. When the retina
was bleached by an intense, flashed adapting
stimulus, no or little global afterimage was visible, whereas the local afterimages were vivid
and lasted for several minutes. These local afterimages may be due to selective bleaching of
photopigments, and possibly adaptation of other
types of retinal cells, without affecting cortical
neurons.
Other observations that we made were, however, seemingly at odds with the idea that cortical visual representation is critical for the global afterimage. First, interocular transfer of adaptation did not occur to induce the global afterimage in the unadapted eye. Second, when one
eye was suppressed by means of a pressureblinding procedure after adaptation, the global
as well as the local afterimages became invisible. These observations indicate an indirect contribution of peripheral adaptation to the perception of the global afterimage. They may imply
that the peripheral adaptation (possibly below
the visibility threshold), but not the visible local
afterimages per se, contributes to the global
afterimage. The rivalry between the local and
the global afterimages may be considered as
suppression between two cortical representations. Input from the adapted retina is thus necessary but not sufficient for perceiving both
types of afterimage.
Our findings are consistent with previous
studies suggesting that afterimages produced by
long exposures to moderate-intensity patterns
are not due to photopigment bleaching but rather
to neural adaptation (26–28), and that the appearance of the afterimage depends on the perceptual, not physical, attribute of the adapting
stimulus (26, 29, 30). Other studies indicate
cortical modulation of afterimages created at
peripheral levels (31, 32). These studies, however, have not specifically indicated adaptation
at a global surface representation that underlies
filling-in (33). The rivalry between the local and
global afterimages may be related to the monocular rivalry reported with patterned ordinary
afterimages (34–37). Our finding is, however,
distinctive in that (i) the rivalry was observed
with an afterimage of a perceptually filled-in
surface that had not been retinally given, and (ii)
the timing (and therefore, the grouping) factor among the elements of the adaptation stimulus was shown to be critical (the second
experiment).
When color filling-in occurs, the colored
surface is not only completed, but also percep-
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tually segregated from the inducer (19, 20, 38,
39). In the Varin configuration (Fig. 1A, left),
the four disks and the filled-in rectangular surface appear to be segregated in depth (40).
These surface representations may undergo adaptation separately and thus lead to corresponding afterimages segregated in time, although the
exact nature of the surface representation is
unclear. Whereas the global afterimage itself is
consistent with the notion of topographical representation with a single-layered, point-by-point
map for perceptually filled-in surfaces (4–6),
this type of representation may not be sufficient
to account for the finding that the local and
global afterimages spatially overlapped, and yet
alternated as two separate chunks in rivalry.
Instead, it may indicate symbolic representations of surfaces, which assemble low-level visual representations and control the visibility.
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